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The art works of the painter Paulo Cardoso transport us to the continents 
of the Globe, in a succession of journeys where the element gold prevails 
or in the search for what it represents in each of us. The presented works 
have made a tour by several places and are now gathered in this room in a 
particular setting of order and architectural proportion, with an open sky 
in trompe l’oeil, at the museum which is today the only royal palace possible 
to visit in Lisbon and that still preserves its rooms with the authenticity of 
the nineteenth century.
The author’s exhibition cycle closes in the Ajuda National Palace and in 
the same building where you can visit the Royal Treasure Museum, which 
houses the royal treasure with the jewels of the Portuguese crown and the 
goldsmith apparatus used in civil and religious ceremonies.
The gold, the references to the four elements and the four cardinal directions 
are also a reference to the Portuguese travels – North: Europe; South: Africa; 
Far East: Japan; West: Brazil – and to the expansion of the Portuguese culture 
and language on Earth.
It is up to all those who visit us to discover on these trips what we are, as 
Fernando Pessoa left us the testimony in The Book of Disquiet: «Travel? To 
travel is enough to exist (...) Why travel? In Madrid, in Berlin, in Persia, in 
China, at the North and South Poles, where would I be other than inside 
myself, feeling my particular kind of feelings? Life is whatever we make it. 
The traveller is the journey. What we see is not what we see but who we are.»
An acknowledgment to Paulo Cardoso for his generosity and sharing of 
unique art works and contents of his most universal Message. For this 
purpose, the painter will conduct several thematic visits to the exhibition.

José Alberto Ribeiro
Ajuda National Palace Director – Royal Treasure Museum | Ajuda Library

Looking for the GOLD NUMBER (Φ)  
in the Belém Tower’s dimensions,  

during the preparation of that exhibition in 1989.
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«...in memory of the old  
Portuguese cartographers»

Trying to represent the pinnacle of energies from the four corners of the 
world is this work by Paulo Cardoso’s purpose. He wishes to emphasise 
Portugal’s role as an agent in the quest for the meeting point of the planet’s 
different energies. About this theme the author refers:
«Portugal played a unique role in the whole Discoveries Company: besides 
the knowledge of the different parts of the globe, there was an underlying 
purpose to this achievement, which is, in my opinion, the true spiritual mission 
of the Lusitanians in the world. This subtle intention consisted in searching 
for an immaterial unity, a new order, a congregation, that is, the creation of a 
convergence centre of the planet’s different cultures. Symbolically, it can 
be said that Portugal tried to transmute the square - which translates the 
matter, limited by the four elements, by the four cardinal directions - into 
the circle, symbol of the ancestral unity, harmony’s image, of paradise, of 
the divine essence (the saints’ halo is a revealing example of this). This 
attitude aiming to reach the centre translates the philosophical essence of 
the Renaissance itself.»

THE ARMILLARY SPHERE
«In its most subtle sense, this whole idea of nucleus, circle, sphere and, 
in its turn, of globality, is evident in the insignia of King D. Manuel I – 
the Armillary Sphere. Composed by several parallels and meridians, this 
monarch’s symbol contains, in a very visible way, the Zodiacal Band, oblique, 
with the image of the terrestrial globe (finite) in the centre. The Armillary 
Sphere is therefore a clear sign of this entire Portuguese philosophy of unity. 
In another dimension, this King Venturoso’s (Adventurous King) emblem 
represents the relationship between the earth (terrestrial globe) and the 
sky, between man and the cosmos (there represented by the band made up 
of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, emissaries of the Universe). That Sphere, 
bearing the aforementioned Zodiacal Band, still marks its presence on 
the Portuguese Flag. [...]. What fascinates me the most is unravelling this 
symbolic sense of unity that lies behind the Portuguese sea voyages.»
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THE PASSAGE FROM THE FOURTH TO THE FIFTH ELEMENT
The exhibition/installation consists of four panels that illustrate the four points of 
the Earth, that is, the North – Europe, the South – Africa, the Far East – Japan, 
and the West – «future of the past», in Fernando Pessoa’s words, represented  
by Brazil.
A geometrically shaped central construction unites and articulates these 
elements arranged in a square. This fifth element, the pyramid, by establishing 
the connection between the aforementioned four cardinal directions (the 
base) and the summit point, gives the group a sense of fusion, of a whole and 
dynamic organism. Since immemorial time, this geometric solid symbolizes, 
par excellence, the path that establishes the alliance between the terrestrial 
essence and the divine, as it brings together the tetragon of the base – matter, 
the four cardinal directions plane and the summit, symbol of unity.
This top point (which is another form of the circle’s manifestation), place of 
meeting and fusion of the four branches that compose the pyramid, represents 
the Work, the Totality, the Gold. Because it suggests the alchemical transmutation 
of matter into the Gold of Spirit, the summit of the construction bears a sphere 
of the noble metal, crowning it.
Inserted inside the pyramid and animated by a circular movement is a circular 
painting: it is, therefore, the representation of a «New World’s» creation or 
even, the «giving another world to the world» as a result of the Portuguese 
Sea Voyages. Being the fifth element of the installation, the set formed by the 
painting and the pyramid that encloses it, therefore evokes the Fifth Empire, 
the Golden Age, of Vieira and Pessoa. That Age of the Spirit will come after the 
four empires of the Earth: Greece, Rome, Christianity and Europe, according 
to the author of Message.
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THE INFANT
It is certainly not by accident that the author of Message, in the very first poem 
of Portuguese Sea, states: «God wanted the earth to be all one, / That the sea unite, 
no longer separate.» [...] «And the whole earth was seen, suddenly, / Emerging, round, 
from the deep blue.»
The painting that deliberately invokes this poem (which is the first of the 
twelve that make up the Portuguese Sea, that is, its beginning, its genesis), and 
therefore has the same title, «The Infant», can be found at the entrance of this 
exhibition, as if to give the starting signal for the event.
This painting, by representing the entire earth, round, circular, rising above the 
quadrangular painting (painted in a strong blue, deep), is again an indication 
that matter was transcended and the Spiritual Empire or the Immaterial Gold 
of the Portuguese Navigations was achieved.
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WORKS:
1 ∙ The North: «Europe lies, laid on its elbows *...» triptych, mixed technique on 
canvas, 146 x 291 cm. 1989

2 ∙ The South: «Africa», mixed technique on canvas, 130 x 97 cm. 1991.

*First verse of the first poem of Message, by Fernando Pessoa. It announces the spiritual 
connection between North and South, and between West and East.
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3 ∙ The Far East: «Japan» (second version), mixed technique on canvas, 130 x 97 
cm. 1993.

4 ∙ The West: «Brazil», mixed technique on canvas, 130 x 97 cm. 
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5 ∙ Quadrangular pyramid-shaped structure containing within it and in the 
Centre the painting: «The New World». Mixed media on canvas and gold leaf, 95 
cm diameter, with motorised movement. This movement, a sign of life, contrasts 
with the static character of the four paintings that make up the square. 1990.

From the execution point of view, the aforementioned work «The Infant» is 
a diptych, a painting in mixed technique on canvas measuring 100 x 81 cm, 
and surmounted by a circular form painting measuring 54 cm diameter (with 
motorised movement). 1989.
This painting, which kicked off the exhibition held at the Belém Tower, 
honouring Pessoa, was exhibited at Europália 91 - Portugal, in Brussels, and 
more recently at the Eugénio Trias Library, during the 2018 Madrid Book Fair.
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THE PROJECT’S PERIPLUS
This is the first time that this work, in its most updated version, is presented 
in Portugal, and in an integral way.
It was conceived by invitation of the then director of the Portuguese Cultural 
Centre of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (CGF), Prof.  Maria de Lourdes 
Belchior, Ph.D., and to be presented at the premises of that institution, at 
Avenue d’ Iéna, in Paris.
The genesis of this plan evoking the navigations around the globe had taken 
place at the Belém Tower, an exceptional and emblematic monument for its 
birth, in 1990. A new project was then created that intended to symbolically 
translate the sense of unity, of globalisation of the Portuguese Navigations.
Using different plastic languages (doing justice to interdisciplinary) and 
presented from multiple perspectives, this idea linked to the Discoveries has 
been exhibited in various places since its inception until today. In all of them, 
and given its symbolic charge of unification, a sculpture in the shape of a 
pyramid (geometric solid with a square base, symbol of the four elements, 
the four cardinal directions, the four corners of the globe, and crowned by a 
golden sphere, an image of the fusion of these four factors) was present.
Therefore, the various stages of the route, or places of passage of this cultural 
journey, were as follows:

1 ∙ Belém Tower, starting point of the journey of the painting/installation 
exhibition that occupied all of the monument’s floors. It included a documentary 
zone and another projected through a slideshow. There were numerous guided 
tours aimed at publicising the concept of the event and also a conference given 
by the master painter Lima de Freitas. 1990.
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2 ∙ Paris, Centro Cultural Português da FCG (acima referida): exposição de 
pintura/instalação intitulada «Le Portugal, Carrefour du Monde au Temps 
des Découvertes». Levaram-se a cabo visitas guiadas dirigidas ao público em 
geral e especialmente aos luso-descendentes. 1991.
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2 ∙ Paris, Portuguese Cultural Centre of the CGF (mentioned above): painting/
installation exhibition entitled «Le Portugal, Carrefour du Monde au Temps 
des Découvertes» (Portugal, Crossroads of the World in the Age of Discovery). 
Guided tours were held for the general public and especially for Portuguese-
descendants. 1991.
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3 ∙ Belém, Padrão dos Descobrimentos (Discoveries Monument): paintings 
exhibition and premiere of the Video/Book «Portuguese Sea and the Symbolic 
of Belém Tower». Written by Paulo Cardoso and directed by Victor Candeias, 
this videogram was produced with the sponsorship of the Cultural Affairs 
Department of the Lisbon City Council. One of the issues addressed in this 
work is the analogy between the only work that the author of Message made 
sure to publish in life and the Portuguese Sea Voyages. 1991.
The presentation was held simultaneously in four different auditoriums, set 
up especially for that purpose, while on the outside walls of the monument 
there was a giant-size projection of the esoteric-astrological manuscripts by 
Fernando Pessoa that had served as the basis for the preparation of the work. 
Outside the building, a pyramid of great proportions drew the attention of 
passers-by.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-7xaN_0eng&t=1134s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-7xaN_0eng&t=1134s
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4 ∙ Brussels, Europália 91 - Portugal: exhibition «L’Univers Pessoa» (The Pessoa 
Universe), on show at the Botanique. It included the painting entitled The Infant 
and, on continuous display in the audio-visual sector of the same exhibition, 
a French language version of the video Portuguese Sea and the Symbolic of Belém 
Tower, where the connection between Pessoa’s Message and the Portuguese 
Navigations is established. 1991.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I70gZX6k6lA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I70gZX6k6lA
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Paulo Cardoso was invited by the exhibition curator, Pierre Leglise-Costa, to 
be one of the authors of the texts of the event’s Catalogue.

5 ∙ Brussels, Jean-Michel Taquet Art Gallery: painting/installation exhibition 
entitled Pour-Tout-Graal (For-All-Grail). 1991.
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6 ∙ Rio de Janeiro, Rio Centro: painting exhibition «Portugal or the Re-Union 
of the Four Corners of the World» at ECO-92. On the initiative of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Paulo Cardoso was the artist invited to exhibit at the 
Portuguese pavilion during the United Nations Conference on Environment 
and Development. 1992.
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7 ∙ Rio de Janeiro, Saint Clement Palace, Portuguese Consulate in that city: 
painting exhibition «Portugal or the Re-Union of the Four Corners of the 
World» and guided tours. 1992. After sunset, the texts of Fernando Pessoa 
were projected onto the walls of the building.
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8 ∙ Rio de Janeiro, Paço Imperial: exhibition/installation «Portugal or the Re-
Union of the Four Corners of the World» with an interdisciplinary language 
(painting, slideshow and video) in which visitors had access to the exhibition 
itself by passing through a large metal pyramid symbolising the confluence 
operated by the Portuguese navigations as they traversed the four cardinal 
directions of the globe **. During the period of time that this work was in 
the Paço Imperial, Paulo Cardoso organised debates and guided tours to the 
exhibition, addressed, in particular, to students and teachers from various 
Universities, both from Rio de Janeiro - UFRJ, UERJ, UFF, PUC, FAHUPC, 
Gama Filho and Estácio de Sá - and from other cities in Brazil - UF of Minas 
Gerais, UF of São Paulo, UHI of Brasília, U Oeste Paulista, U St. Cruz of Bahia 
and UE Campinas - as well as from the State University of New York at Albany, 
through its department of Portuguese Literature. 1992.

** On this subject, you might consult, by Paulo Cardoso: Mar Portuguez - a Mensagem 
Astrológica da Mensagem, Editorial Estampa, Lisbon, 1990. 2nd Edition, 1991. 3rd Edition, 
1992; Mar Portuguez e a Simbólica da Torre de Belém , Editorial Estampa Lisbon, 1991. 2nd 
Edition, 1992; Fernando Pessoa - cartas astrológicas, with the collaboration of Jerónimo Pizarro, 
Bertrand Editora, 2011; and Fernando Pessoa - L’ASTROLOGO, with the collaboration of 
Jerónimo Pizarro. Cavallo di Ferro editore, Rome, 2012 (Italian version, renewed and with 
adaptations, of the previous work).
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9 ∙ S. Paulo, SESC Consolação: exhibition/installation (painting, slideshow 
and video) «Portugal, Crossroads of the World in the Age of Discovery». 
During the event, the author gave fourteen lectures in which he showed 
and commented on the video Portuguese Sea and addressed the theme of 
symbolism involving the Portuguese Sea Voyages. Throughout this period, 
the organizer arranged some cultural events related to the same theme. 1993.
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10 ∙ Belém, Espelho de Água: «Allegory of the meeting of the Four Elements - 
reflexes of a voyage by Portuguese Sea». Using an interdisciplinary language, 
evoking the Antiquity Primordial Elements, and the union, by sea, of the four 
corners of the Earth, four events, each with its own specific characteristics, 
were held at the T-Club. Each of them lasted approximately one month and 
began with an event in honour of the Element in question. This set of events 
included an exhibition of drawing and paintings, several lectures, video sessions 
and slide shows. Simultaneously with the four months/phases of this work, a 
large metal sculpture in the shape of a pyramid (about 10 metres on the side 
and 9 metres high), purpose-built for this site, was sliding in a slow and cyclic 
motion along the entire length of the lake (Espelho de Água) adjacent to 
the building. Appearing to float, this heavy iron construction was successively 
sending the spectator back to the Element being honoured:
In a first part navigating on the surface of Water, in a second part with its base 
in Fire, in a third part containing a floating garden whose vegetal elements 
invoked Nature and Earth, and in a fourth part it emerged surrounded by 
smoke that underlined the presence of the Air Element, creating a sensation of 
mystery, of mist, of haze (D. Sebastião was born precisely under this Element). 
This way, the pyramid was alternately alluding to the symbolic charge of the 
millenary tetralogy’s different Elements. Appealing to the event’s subtitle: 
«reflections of a Voyage by the Portuguese Sea», that back-and-forth movement 
of the sculpture was driven by an electric motor which, through a steel 
cable hidden by the lake’s water, pulled, in a cyclical and timed manner, the 
construction in two opposite directions. In fact, the sculpture’s entire weight 
was supported by a structure equipped with casters, and placed below the 
water level, and therefore invisible. This cyclical shuttling was a way of adding 
a certain mechanical engineering to the project... 1994 e 1995.
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11 ∙ Outside the Belém Tower: «Multimedia Show». For the night of 31 
December of 1999 and to be presented just before midnight, an audio-visual 
representation of «Light and Sound» was conceived to be projected on the north 
wall of the Belém Tower. Starting from the Armillary Sphere and within the so-
called «Magic Night» the painter and astrologer created a work that intended 
to evoke the two types of voyages - the one of the Portuguese navigators, in the 
past, and the one of humanity, in the future, in the third millennium… This 
show was presented by Isabel Angelino and broadcast live worldwide by RTP 
Internacional. 1999.
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12 ∙ Porto, Almeida Garrett Municipal Library: «painting/installation exhibition 
followed by a conversation with Rui Reininho», in Porto 2001, European Capital 
of Culture. 2001

13 ∙ Lisbon, museum Casa Fernando Pessoa: «Pessoa – Astrologer» (painting/
sculpture/installation with guided tours). 2013. Here are some images of the 
guided tours, attended by the then director of Casa Fernando Pessoa, Inês 
Pedrosa:
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14 ∙ Madrid, Eugénio Trías Municipal Public Library, in Retiro Park: «Fernando 
Pessoa, el Astrólogo» (Fernando Pessoa, the Astrologer), painting exhibition 
with an extensive documentary zone, organised in five cores and presented 
during the Madrid Book Fair. Sponsored by the Portuguese Embassy in Madrid 
and supported by Instituto Camões - Instituto da Cooperação e da Língua, IP, 
the event included a multimedia opening talk, supported by dozens of images 
and several guided tours by the author. This exhibition included both the 
painting entitled «O Infante» (The Infant) and the pyramid-shaped sculpture 
that accompanied the entire tour of this cultural project throughout it, until 
then, 28-year journey. 2018.

15 ∙ Lisbon, Ajuda National Palace, Ambassadors’ Room: painting/installation 
exhibition, with documentary zone, entitled «The Immaterial Gold of the 
Portuguese Navigations / Brazil, Africa, Japan...».
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Some reflexions by the author:
Being able to use a room with an oblong configuration to host this exhibition 
was something that excited me from the beginning: a space with this shape 
evokes the appeal suggested by the sea voyages of the Portuguese around the 
globe, a certain search for circularity. As it has been said, in symbolic terms, 
the round, the circle and the ellipse are symbols of perfection, of infinitude, 
as opposed to the square that appeals to the material, physical world, limited 
by the four walls of a room, or by the four corners of the terrestrial world. The 
fact that the ceiling of this room depicts Heaven emphasises this idea of the 
divine, of universality.

In accordance with this philosophy, we can add the fact that in the centre of 
the floor of this Noble Room there is a geometrical figure. This brings us to a 
curious element: in the first presentation of this project, in 1990, at the Belém 
Tower, the base of the pyramid was positioned in the centre of the room 
on the top floor of the Manueline monument, the one that has a mystical, 
spiritual atmosphere, as if it were a chapel. In the centre of the chequered 
floor of this room (with all the symbolic charge that evokes), and drawn in 
black and white stone, an octagon (a figure derived from the square, in a 
sense of transcendence) can precisely be seen. It was therefore in this special 
place, which coincides with the Vertical Axis of the Belém Tower itself, that 
the pyramid presented here was placed.

In the current version at the Ajuda National Palace, apart from the room’s 
floor also being clad in black and white stone, the element drawn in its centre 
is precisely a large square. It stands there as if suitable to receive the sculpture. 
This similar configuration in two of the most iconic Portuguese monuments, 
this synchrony in the aesthetic languages of such different eras (three centuries 
apart) may subtly lead us to interpret it as a sign that we are in the process of 
reaching the 5th element, the Gold sphere placed at the top of the pyramid, 
which in turn appeals to the threshold of the 5th Empire, a spiritual status as 
dear to Vieira as it was to Bandarra and Pessoa.

A very special thanks to the Director of Ajuda National Palace, Dr. José Alberto 
Ribeiro, for his priceless availability to host this project.

Paulo Cardoso
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THE DIVERSITY IN UNITY, THE FOUR IN THE ONE:  
THE PYRAMID
In all the exhibitions that were part of this cultural journey, the aforementioned 
pyramidal construction, because it is a symbol of unity in diversity, besides 
translating the meeting point of the energies of the Four Corners of the 
World also represents the unity of the Four Characters of Fernando Pessoa’s 
Heteronymic Family (Alberto Caeiro, Álvaro de Campos, Ricardo Reis and 
himself, the poet). Each of them was intentionally and specifically related 
to each of the Four Elements and to a high purpose: the access to a form 
of transcendence, of Alchemical Sublimation (**ibid): the return to the 
Primordial Unity.
The image of Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, representing an individual 
who fits into both the square and the circle (or, in another dimension, the 
point) is also an appeal to the same idea of the Four fusion into the One.
Given the strong symbolic importance of this geometric solid, in the different 
presentations of this project, and whenever possible, a version of the Pyramid 
in large dimensions (although illustrating, on a smaller scale, the exact 
dimensions of the Great Pyramid of Giza) was exhibited, as it is part of the so-
-called Golden Proportion or Gold Number.
When it was possible, this larger structure was placed outside the building as 
an invitation sign to the exhibition itself.
Such was the case at the Padrão dos Descobrimentos (Discoveries  Monument), 
at the gardens of the Portuguese Consulate-General in Rio de Janeiro (the so-
-called Saint Clemente Palace), at the entrance atrium of the Imperial Palace 
in Rio de Janeiro, at SESC Consolação in S. Paulo, and at the Espelho de Água, 
in Belém.
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Curriculum / summary:
Paulo Cardoso was born in Lisbon. After finishing his Chemistry degree, he 
attended both the National Conservatory and the Lisbon School of Fine Arts.
He has so far published 51 books and presented numerous individual and 
collective exhibitions (among which «Mário de Sá-Carneiro’s Evocation», in 
Lisbon’s National Library and in the Oz Ekla Gallery, in Paris).
Since 1978 Paulo Cardoso has published works in newspapers and magazines 
in Portugal, Spain, France and Belgium, and has contributed with testimonials 
and interviews for documentaries for Portuguese TV channels (RTP1, RTP2, 
SIC, SIC Caras and TVI), Brazilian TV channels (TV Globo, TV Cultura, 
TV Bandeirantes and TV Gazeta), English TV channel (BBC) and German. 
Recently he collaborated with Canal História:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihs8pZhR-n8

His work is represented in the collections of Caixa Geral de Depósitos, Banco 
de Fomento e Exterior, Grupo Compta, Itaúsa SA and the City Museum  
in Lisbon.

Some Solo Exhibitions:

1987 «A Milky Way on a Human Scale», OFF ZÜRI Gallery, Zurich.

  «The Earth Seen from the Seventh Heaven», Espaço Poligrupo/Renascença,  

  Lisbon.

1988 «Mar Portuguez I»(Portuguese Sea I), CGD, Paris.

1990 «Indícios de Ouro» (Signs of Gold), S. Mamede Gallery, Lisbon.

  «Mário de Sá-Carneiro, paintings/slideshows», Calouste Gulbenkian    

  Foundation, Paris.

  «Mar Portuguez II - Mensagem» (Portuguese Sea II - Message), Belém    

  Tower, Lisboa.

1991 «Portugal, Crossroads of the World in the Age of Discovery» (Le Portugal,   

  Carrefour du Monde au Temps des Découverts), Calouste Gulbenkian   

  Foundation, Paris.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihs8pZhR-n8
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  «Mar Portuguez III - A Simbólica da Torre de Belém» (Portuguese Sea III -  

  The Belém Tower’s Symbolic) - The Belém Tower’s Symbolic», Padrão dos   

  Descobrimentos (Discoveries Monument), Lisbon.

  «Pour-Tout-Graal» (For-All-Grails), Jean-Michel Taquet Gallery, Brussels.

1992 «Portugal or the Four Corners of the World’s Re-Union», ECO-92, Rio de Janeiro.

  Saint Clemente Palace (painting/installation), Rio de Janeiro.

  Paço Imperial (painting/video/slideshow), Rio de Janeiro, Brasil.

  «Memories of a Journey from Cell to Cosmos», Sociedade de Geografia   

  (Society of Geography), Lisbon.

  SocTip Art Centre Gallery (painting/small format), Lisboa.

  Escada Quatro - Art Gallery (painting), Cascais.

1993 Palmela Castle Cloister (painting).

  SESC Consolação (painting/video/slideshow), S. Paulo.

1994 «T-ransits / reflections of a voyage by Portuguese Sea - Water Element», 

(painting/sculpture/installation), Espelho de Água, T-Clube, Lisbon.

  «T-ransits – Fire Element», (painting/sculpture/installation), Espelho  

  de Água, Lisboa.

1995 «T-ransits – Earth Element», (painting/sculpture/installation), Espelho  

  de Água, Lisboa.

  «T-ransits – Air Element», (painting/sculpture/installation), Espelho de  

  Água, Lisboa.

1997 «Altarpiece for a Symphony», Polyptych used in Beethoven’s 9th Symphony. 

  OML, Belém Cultural Centre’s Grand Auditorium (painting/installation,  

  with animation throughout the interpretation of the work and    

  according to the various musical changes), Lisbon.

1998 «New Signs I», Espaço Mar Portuguez (painting on cardboard and   

  canvas), Lisbon.

1999 «Retrospective Exhibition: Figurative Phase - from 1973 to 1986» (drawing  

  and painting), Espaço Mar Portuguez, Lisboa.
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  «Painting - New Signs II», Barata Gallery, on the 18th of November, Lisbon.

           «Painting - New Signs III», Espaço Mar Portuguez (painting, large   

  format works), on the 7th of December, Lisbon.

  «Multimedia Show – Light and Sound», at Belém Tower, in Lisbon, 

2001 «Painting/installation exhibition», in Library City of Almeida Garrett, Porto.

2003 «Fernando Pessoa and Mário de Sá-Carneiro» (painting exhibition and  

  lecture), Consulate of Portugal, on the 10th of July, Portugal’s National  

  Day, Seville.

2007 «Pessoa and Sá-Carneiro», 100.ª página Bookshop / Gallery, (exhibition   

  and lecture), Braga.

2010 «Art and Esotericism», (exhibition and lectures), Fortress Nossa Senhora  

  da Luz / Cidadela, invited by the City Council, in Cascais.

2012 «Pessoa – Astrologer» (exhibitions, lectures, workshops and guided tours),   

  invited by the City   Hall of Rio de Janeiro, the Municipal Secretaryof  

  Culture RJ and the Conexão Eventos. Municipal Cultural Centre    

  Parque das Ruínas, Rio de Janeiro.

2013 «Pessoa – Astrologer» (painting/sculpture/installation and guided tours),  

  museum Casa Fernando Pessoa, Lisbon.

2013 «A room for the heteronym Raphael Baldaya» (installation and guided tours),  

  Casa Fernando Pessoa, Lisbon.

2014/15 «Retrospective Exhibition» (drawing and painting), Espaço Mar    

  Portuguez, Lisbon.

2018 «Fernando Pessoa, el Astrólogo» (Fernando Pessoa, the Astrologer), Madrid  

  Book Fair, Retiro, Madrid.
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The Pyramid symbolises, par excellence, the way that establishes the 

alliance between the terrestrial essence and the divine, it brings together 

the tetragon of the base — the matter, the plane of the four cardinal points 

and the summit, symbol of unity. This summit, the meeting place and the 

fusion of the four aspects that compose it, represents the Work, the Totality,  

the Gold.



CONTACTS (SOCIAL NETWORKS)
www.facebook.com/oficialpaulocardoso

www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_oficial
www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_artist
www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_decor

www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_fpessoa.astrologo

https://youtube.com/@PauloCardoso 
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paulo_Cardoso

https://openlibrary.org/authors/OL681593A/Paulo_Cardoso
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LECTURES AND GUIDED TOURS

In order to interact with the visiting public,  
the author of the project will make several guided tours  

explaining the symbology and concept of the event  
and the events related to it.

It will be announced at:
www.facebook.com/palacionacionaldaajuda

www.facebook.com/oficialpaulocardoso
www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_oficial
www.instagram.com/paulocardoso_artist

www.paulocardoso.com

Support: Fundo Cultural da SPA
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